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§ ALERT tasked to investigate technologies for increasing 
interdiction of opioids at International Mail Facilities and 
express consignment carrier facilities
§ New sensor signatures and sensors to detect opioids
§ Performance limits of sensor technologies

§ Several technologies identified for non-intrusive inspection 
that can increase percentage of parcels inspected
§ Transmission Raman, TeraHz, X-ray scatter, X-ray diffraction, SI, 

vapor (in addition to existing technologies such as CT, NQR,…)
§ Effectiveness depends on packaging

§ Intrusive inspection (II) is a bottleneck (onsite and off-site)  
§ Must limit packages selected for II à very low FA rates for NII
§ Seizure rate may be better metric than PD/PFA
§ Can use fusion of NII for lower FA, plus use of false discovery rate 

techniques to use II on packages leading to enhanced seizures

So What?  Who Cares?
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Sample Current Concept of Operations
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§ X-Ray Diffraction Tomography
§ Combining X-ray computed tomography and XRD tomography for 

imaging and detection/classification
§ Appropriate for large packages
§ Simulation and experimental data with sample opioids

indicates good performance (PD (0.8-1), PF (0.02-0.05))
§ Technologies available from vendors with high TRL levels

§ X-Ray Scatter Tomography
§ Attenuation, incoherent scatter and diffraction 

in single instrument
§ New algorithms for Bragg diffraction tomography
§ Appropriate for large packages
§ Low TRL level, utility of scatter unclear in simulations

Modalities Explored in Study
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§ Terahertz Imaging
§ Used simulations of focused THz sensing, based on 

spectra for opioids, and computational EM models
§ Processing designed to compensate for enclosure
§ Limited penetration (flats, plastic enclosures)
§ Good detection in limited simulations
§ Low TRL

§ Millimeter Wave Imaging
§ Deemed inferior to other sensing modalities for opioid detection
§ Inexpensive, but selectivity among weak dielectric items such as 

opioids and confusers is very limited
§ Depth penetration is poor
§ Can detect bulk texture (pills or powders) or metallic sheet, but 

inconclusive for specificity of opioids

Modalities Explored in Study - 2
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§ See-Through Raman Spectroscopy
§ Commercial instrument used in unconventional ways
§ Limited penetration
§ Proof of concept experiments in laboratory

show good detection of mixtures in flats
§ Low TRL, needs more extensive testing
§

§ Vapor
§ Useful for examining collections of packages 
§ Performed experiments to detect vapor inside boxes
§ Vapor detected after sufficient time elapses 

(30 mins to hours)
§ Good for testing in transit, or in larger containers
§ Low TRL level

Modalities Explored in Study - 3
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the cut-off decision rule. By setting y = 0 as the threshold between both classes (With BA or Without 
BA). The most challenging class to classify was BA itself, followed by MP, BW, F, and M in descending 
order.  

To develop a more reliable and robust classifier, it would be necessary to acquire about 100 spectra per 
class and about 20 different samples at various points on the surface of the flats. The research group will 
continue developing such models in the future. 

  

 

Figure 10: Schematic representation of the work done for the end of the project. The PLS-DA model classified most of 
the samples correctly with or without BA using a binary switch: “y = 1” for BF/Flat; “y = -1” for No BA/Flat from ST-
RAMä spectra. 
   

11.8.4 Expected Milestones at Project End 
• Developing a classifier model that has high accuracy and robustness for detecting opioids.  

o We obtained high accuracy with the STRam-785 spectrometer and SIMCA (94%) and 
PLS-DA (100%) through our reports. However, these results do not have enough samples 
to represent the population or to resists deviations from real-time conditions.  

• Determining which spectroscopic technique has the best accuracy and the fastest spectral 
acquisition 

• For future work, we can compare the acquisition time when analyzing when testing samples and 
for mapping. From the experiments' results, we observed that the handheld TacticID-1064 
spectrometer needed more time to acquire spectra.  

• Testing of the optimum model and spectroscopic technique with real-life samples 



§ Opioid detection is a difficult problem 
§ Many analogs, confusers, variations in packaging, part of a broader 

mission in CBP

§ Different non-intrusive inspection sensors are available 
that show promise for observing opioid-specific signatures
§ Choice of modality depends on packaging

§ Using combinations of NII can lead to increased inspection 
and identification of potential packages of interest with 
reduced false alarms
§ Can use for more effective selection of packages for intrusive 

inspection, increased seizures
§ Seizure rate may be better metric than PD/PFA

§ Final report HSHQDC-16-A-B0008/70RSAT19FR0000155
provided to DHS with further details

Lessons Learned
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